PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

HORIZONTAL POWER SYSTEM SERIES
HORIZONTAL POWER MODEL (HPM-T-G2)
HORIZONTAL POWER MODEL - FILLING STATION (HPM-FS)
ULTIMATE POWER MODEL (U-HPM)

HPM-T-G2

HPM-FS

U-HPM

The HPM-T-G2 is the industry-leader in mobile hydration. From the custom-formed aluminum wagon
to the anti-microbial treated Safety Spouts on the drinking nozzles, this system is ready for whatever
comes its way. Featuring flat-free caster wheels, a 55-gallon water tank with an All-drain belly sump, a
Heavy-duty Tow Arm, Schedule 80 PVC manifolds, with aluminum sleeves and the removable Power
Pac with EPA-approved drinking water pump and rechargeable battery, the HPM-T-G2 is essential for
sideline hydration.






The Horizontal Power System features complete mobility and industry-leading durability and reliability.
Waterboy Sports’ patented Safety Spouts prevent the nozzle from coming into contact with the
drinker’s mouth, reducing contamination possibilities. ALL Safety Spouts are treated with an antimicrobial for additional protection.
The Gen2 wagon is designed to fit through standard doorways and the flat-free caster wheels allow for
easier movement, even when full.
The water tank’s 10” top opening makes filling and cleaning easy, while the belly-mounted drain sump
allows for more complete emptying for cleaning and storage.
Like all Waterboy Sports Pressure-fed Hydration Systems, this model requires no cups, thereby
eliminating clean up time and saving landfill space.

The HPM-FS takes the HPM-T-G2 to the next level by adding our patented Filling Station package.
The Filling Station allows up to 4 drinking bottles, outfitted with our patented Quick-Fill, Through-theLid™ filling technology without interfering with the drinking nozzles. Able to fill bottles in as little as 8
seconds, the Filling Station provides a safe, sanitary way to refill drinking bottles for on-field hydration.
This package also includes 24 drinking bottles with 4 carriers, a work shelf to hold the bottles and an
ice chute to aid with filling the tank.
The U-HPM is the crème de la crème of the Horizontal Power Series and comes with a customized*
insulating Tank Coozie (TC-55) with YOUR team’s logo proudly displayed on both sides. There is also
space for a sponsor’s logo on each side, so you can generate revenue for your program by selling that
space.
* Customization requires additional time for sewing, so the TC-55 is shipped separately to allow you to begin using your system as quickly as
possible.
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